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Key Points:10
• We have developed a new integral model that accounts for the coupling between11
a tephra plume and a lava fountain.12
• The initial grain-size distribution and radius of a lava fountain control the rise height13
of the surrounding tephra plume.14
• The model can explain the relationship between the tephra plume and cone de-15
posits and the observed plume and lava fountain height.16
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Abstract17
Explosive basaltic eruptions pose significant threats to local communities, regional in-18
frastructures and international airspace. They produce tephra plumes that are often as-19
sociated with a lava fountain, complicating their dynamics. Consequently, source param-20
eters cannot be easily constrained using traditional formulations. Particularly, mass flow21
rates (MFRs) derived from height observations frequently differ from field deposit-derived22
MFRs. Here, we investigate this discrepancy using a novel integral plume model that23
explicitly accounts for a lava fountain, which is represented as a hot, coarse-grained in-24
ner plume co-flowing with a finer-grained outer plume. The new model shows that a plume25
associated with a lava fountain shows higher variability in rise height than a standard26
plume for the same initial MFR depending on initial conditions. The initial grain-size27
distribution and the relative size of the lava fountain compared to the surrounding plume28
are primary controls on the final plume height as they determine the strength of cou-29
pling between the two plumes. We apply the new model to the 29th of August 2011 parox-30
ysmal eruption of Mount Etna, Italy. The modelled MFR profile indicates that the field-31
derived MFR does not correspond to that at the vent, but rather the MFR just above32
the lava fountain top. High fallout from the lava fountain results in much of the erupted33
solid material not reaching the top of the plume. This material deposits to form the prox-34
imal cone rather than dispersing in the atmosphere. With our novel model, discrepan-35
cies between the two types of observation-derived MFR can be investigated and under-36
stood.37
1 Introduction38
Explosive basaltic volcanism can generate ash-rich plumes that can cause signif-39
icant local and regional disruption (Barsotti et al., 2010; Scollo et al., 2013; Andronico40
et al., 2015). Many of these plumes are characterised by a hot inner core that is defined41
as a lava fountain. These lava fountains, that are defined as sustained ejections of hot42
pyroclasts (Taddeucci et al., 2015), can rise to hundreds of meters, or even kilometres43
above the volcanic vent (Calvari et al., 2018). The climactic phases of these eruptions,44
where the lava fountain and tephra plume co-exist, are referred to as paroxysmal erup-45
tions (Alparone et al., 2003). Such eruptions have occurred at volcanoes including Mount46
Etna (Italy), Izu Oshima (Japan) and Villarrica (Chile) (Mannen, 2006; Calvari et al.,47
2018; Romero et al., 2018). While the dynamics of ash-rich, buoyant plumes are well stud-48
ied, the impact of a hotter, coarser, inner core inside the plume needs to be considered49
(e.g., first phase of the 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull, Iceland (Kaminski et al., 2011)).50
In this study, we focus on the interaction between lava fountains and buoyant ash-rich51
plumes and the implications for estimating eruption source parameters (ESPs). In par-52
ticular, we investigate lava fountains coexisting with ash-rich plumes that originate from53
a single summit crater as opposed to long eruptive fissures.54
The numerous paroxysmal eruptions at Mount Etna are characterised by lava foun-55
tains combined with ash-rich plumes. Between 2011 and 2015 Mount Etna produced more56
than 50 eruptions (Calvari et al., 2018; Freret-Lorgeril et al., 2018). These eruptions oc-57
curred at the summit and formed the New South East Crater; a significant build of over58
200 m in just three years (Behncke et al., 2014; De Beni et al., 2015). The eruptions typ-59
ically start with Strombolian activity that transitions into sustained lava fountains (Alparone60
et al., 2003; Behncke et al., 2014). Lava flows are commonly observed during the Strom-61
bolian activity (Behncke et al., 2014; Calvari et al., 2018). Ash emissions become sus-62
tained to form volcanic plumes (see Figure 1) that can rise up to 15 km a.s.l (above sea63
level) and can disperse ash over hundreds of km (Azzopardi et al., 2013; Poret, Corra-64
dini, et al., 2018; Corradini et al., 2018). Sustained activity lasts on the timescales of hours.65
The ash generated by Etna’s explosive activity poses a threat to airspace and local com-66
munities (Scollo et al., 2013; Andronico et al., 2015; Horwell et al., 2017). At Mount Etna,67
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rio Etneo (INGV-OE), to monitor Etna’s eruptions to help mitigate the associated risk.69
Remote sensing, visual observations and modelling are used to determine the dispersion70
of volcanic ash (Scollo et al., 2009, 2013, 2019). Over the years, the INGV-OE has gath-71
ered a plethora of data on these types of eruptions, making Mount Etna the ideal can-72







Mount Etna Paroxysmal 
Eruption
Uncertain plume 
base boundary due 
to dispersion and 
cloud coverage
Source: INGV Catania
Figure 1. The 29th of August 2011 eruption of Mount Etna captured from the ECV camera,
located 27 km from the summit (Scollo et al., 2014). Source: INGV-OE
A key tool in understanding the dynamics of volcanic plumes are integral plume74
models. These are based on the theory of buoyant plumes from a maintained source for-75
mulated by Morton et al. (1956). Additional volcanological processes, such as being ini-76
tially driven by momentum and particle fallout, have been applied to improve the suit-77
ability of buoyant plume models to volcanic plumes (Woods, 1988; Woods & Bursik, 1991;78
Bursik, 2001). They are used to study the relationship between ESPs and atmospheric79
conditions, and top rise height, neutral buoyancy height and parameter profiles (e.g., tem-80
perature, velocity) of a plume (Devenish, 2013; Girault et al., 2014; Costa, Suzuki, et al.,81
2016). Due to the success of using integral plume models to describe volcanic plumes,82
they are used operationally in volcano observatories to better determine the mass flow83
rate (MFR) of the eruption in real time for an observed plume height (Durig et al., 2015;84
Scollo et al., 2019). Nonetheless, these models have mostly been calibrated on silica-rich85
volcanic plumes, while their applicability to basaltic plumes requires further study.86
Integral plume models have previously been applied to tephra plumes that are cou-87
pled to lava fountains through a series of adaptations. One such adaptation is the change88
from circular to linear vent geometry to better model plumes from fissure fed fountains89
of the Laki 1783 eruption (Stothers et al., 1986; Woods, 1993). However, tephra plumes90
from paroxysmal eruptions can occur from a circular summit crater. Additionally, Parfitt91
and Wilson (1999) demonstrated the successful ability of applying an integral plume model92
to match independent measurements of the dynamics of a lava fountain-tephra plume93
system in Hawaii. By using basaltic ESPs, including a realistic coarse grain-size distri-94
bution (GSD), and accounting for dynamic disequilibrium of different particle sizes at95
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tain is more accurately represented in the model. More recent studies have focused on97
modelling larger sub-Plinian plumes that are coupled to large lava fountains by only mod-98
elling the plume portion of the system (Glaze et al., 2017). The integral model is applied99
to the plume above the lava fountain and the ESPs are adapted to account for how much100
solid mass has been lost from the system in the lava fountain region. This is achieved101
by using an effective volatile content, which is determined by using a partitioning fac-102
tor and the bulk volatile content of the magma (Kaminski et al., 2011). However, this103
approach does not explicitly consider the lava fountain and tephra plume interaction and104
therefore the impact of the lava fountain on plume rise is not completely determined.105
We first show that the use of a standard integral model is inadequate to simulate106
coupled lava fountains - tephra plumes. To fully investigate the effect of a lava fountain107
on a volcanic plume, we therefore develop a new, 1D integral coaxial, buoyant plume model108
that simulates interaction between an inner, circular plume (representing the lava foun-109
tain) and an outer, annular-shaped, buoyant plume through the processes of entrainment110
and particle fallout. We will refer to this model as the double plume model in what fol-111
lows. We then explore the effect of varying source conditions, such as the initial GSD,112
and the size of a lava fountain on MFR estimates with the new double plume integral113
model. Finally, we apply the model to the 29th of August 2011 eruption of Mount Etna,114
where a transitional tephra plume (Scollo et al., 2019), i.e., a plume only moderately af-115
fected by wind, was coupled with a lava fountain.116
2 Applicability of a Standard Integral Model to Coupled Lava Foun-117
tains - Tephra Plumes118
Before applying a new double plume model to plumes coupled with lava fountains119
from paroxysmal eruptions, we determine the suitability of a standard integral model120
for simulating these plumes. We use the integral model of Degruyter and Bonadonna (2012),121
that has been adapted to account for particle sedimentation during plume rise follow-122
ing the approach of Ernst et al. (1996) and Bursik (2001). Hereinafter, this will be re-123
ferred to as the standard integral model to distinguish from the double plume model. To124
explore the applicability of the standard integral model to tephra plumes that coexist125
with a lava fountain, we randomly sample the parameter space defined in Table 1 to in-126
vert the ESPs from the observed plume height. The ESPs that we vary include initial127
velocity, gas mass fraction, temperature and MFR. We treat the initial gas mass frac-128
tion and exit velocity independent of each other and keep the entrainment coefficients129
in the model fixed at 0.1 and 0.5 for the radial and wind entrainment coefficients, respec-130
tively as these are the values used in operational modelling by INGV-OE (Scollo et al.,131
2019) and also supported by several studies (Devenish, Rooney, Webster, & Thomson,132
2010; Aubry et al., 2017; Michaud-Dubuy et al., 2020). The initial GSD used is depen-133
dent on the eruption that we are modelling. If a field-derived GSD is available, we use134
this GSD as the initial GSD. Otherwise, we use a log-normal GSD with a median grain-135
size of 0.5 and a standard deviation of 1.5 in accordance with the values used in oper-136
ational modelling by INGV-OE (Scollo et al., 2019). Atmospheric conditions (wind, tem-137
perature and pressure) are determined from the ECMWF ERA Interim, Daily data sets138
(Dee et al., 2011) for each eruption examined in this section. In this section only, we do139
consider the effect of wind on the rise height of the buoyant tephra plume. We follow140
a similar procedure to the approach of Mastin (2014), Devenish (2016) and Scollo et al.141
(2019) by calculating the final plume height both in the presence of wind (Zwind) and142
without wind (Znowind). When considering the presence of wind, the final plume height,143
is considered to be the sum of the centre-line height and the plume radius. We choose144
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Zfinal = min(Zwind, Zno wind) (1)147
Table 1. ESPs for Monte-Carlo simulations using the single plume model used in Figure 2 and
3.
ESP Standard Integral Model
Total MFR (kg s−1) 103 - 107
Temperature (K) 900 - 1200
Velocity (m s−1) 75 - 200
Gas mass fraction 0.01 - 0.03
GSD
Derived from tephra deposit
if available
or
log-normal GSD used in
operational modelling
2.1 Gas-thrust region148
We first explore the relationship between the lava fountain and the gas-thrust re-149
gion of a buoyant tephra plume. A lava fountain is defined as a vertical jet of coarse ma-150
terial that is driven by kinetic energy and reaches its final height once this kinetic en-151
ergy is completely exhausted. This height can be derived from Bernouilli’s equation and152
is given as U2/(2g) where U is the velocity at the source and g is gravitational acceler-153
ation. This is often referred to as the ballistic height (Head & Wilson, 1989; Bonaccorso154
et al., 2014). In contrast, the gas-thrust region is the negatively buoyant lower region155
of a plume that is driven upwards by the initial momentum. Once the buoyancy becomes156
positive, i.e., where the bulk density of the plume equates to that of the ambient den-157
sity, the gas thrust region stops and the convective region begins (Carey & Bursik, 2015).158
Although a lava fountain and the gas-thrust region are different, the terms have some-159
times been used interchangeably. Thermal camera images at Mount Etna, show a hot160
core extending far above the incandescent region seen by the naked eye and this has pre-161
viously been interpreted as the lava fountain (Calvari et al., 2018). The height of this162
thermally-saturated region, defined by different thresholds depending on the camera in163
question (Calvari et al., 2018), has often been equated to the gas-thrust region of the plume164
(Vulpiani et al., 2016; Calvari et al., 2018). We demonstrate the clear difference between165
the height of the gas-thrust region and the height of the lava fountain in Figure 2. The166
height of the gas-thrust region is determined with the standard integral model as the height167
at which the modelled plume becomes less dense than the surrounding fluid (i.e., the point168
where the modelled plume becomes buoyant) for ESPs that reproduces the observed height169
(9 - 9.9 km a.s.l (Corradini et al., 2018; Freret-Lorgeril et al., in review)) of the 29th of170
August 2011 paroxysmal eruption at Mount Etna. The ballistic heights range between171
287 m and 2039 m due to the velocity range in the parameter space. These are consis-172
tent with the observed range from thermal camera-imaging by Calvari et al. (2018), while173
the gas-thrust region is significantly lower. This is further supported by recent analy-174
ses that have decoupled the gas-thrust region from the vertical ballistic region detected175
by radar (Mereu et al., 2020). Hence, a standard integral model does not capture the176









































Figure 2. A comparison between the modelled gas thrust region (green) of a buoyant tephra
plume and the observed (red) thermally-saturated region for the 29th of August 2011 paroxys-
mal eruption of Mount Etna, Italy (Calvari et al., 2018). The calculated ballistic height is also
plotted (blue). The error bars are defined with the minimum, average and maximum heights (if
available) to show the variability of the height of the feature in question.
2.2 Mass flow rate178
Discrepancies exist between the initial MFR determined from the tephra deposit179
and those calculated from the plume height (Figure 3). We have again used the stan-180
dard integral model to show that the MFR calculated from the maximum plume height181
is greater, by up to two orders of magnitude, than those determined from the field de-182
posits for Etna eruptions between 2000 and 2016. This suggests that the well-established183
relationship between plume height and initial MFR (Sparks et al., 1997; Mastin et al.,184
2009; Degruyter & Bonadonna, 2012; Woodhouse et al., 2013; Girault et al., 2014; Gouhier185
et al., 2019) could differ for paroxysmal eruptions at Mount Etna. In the majority of these186
calculations, the maximum, rather than the mean plume height, was considered owing187
to a lack of available data. However, for the 29th of August 2011 and the 23rd of Novem-188
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height. Whilst this has partially resolved the conundrum for the 23rd of November 2013190
eruption, the discrepancy still exists for the 29th of August 2011 eruption. These dis-191
crepancies highlight the need for further investigation of tephra plumes that are coupled192
to lava fountains and how they differ from more typical plumes. As a result, we develop193
a model that can be used to simultaneously capture the lava fountain and tephra plume194


































































Figure 3. A comparison between the MFRs determined from the tephra deposits associated
with plume sedimentation with those determined from the observed plume height, using a stan-
dard integral model, for paroxysmal eruptions of Mount Etna between 2000 and 2016, whose
tephra deposits have been characterised. The model is that of Degruyter and Bonadonna (2012),
but adapted to account for sedimentation from the plume margins. Data sources: 1 Edwards et
al. (2018), 2 Andronico et al. (2015), 3 Corradini et al. (2016), 4 Andronico et al. (2018), 5 de
Michele et al. (2019), 6 Poret, Costa, et al. (2018), 7 Corradini et al. (2018), 8 Freret-Lorgeril et
al. (in review), 9 Andronico, Scollo, Cristaldi, and Lo Castro (2014), 10 Calvari et al. (2011), 11
Andronico, Spinetti, et al. (2009), 12 Andronico, Scollo, Lo Castro, et al. (2014), 13 Andronico,
Scollo, et al. (2009), 14 Andronico et al. (2008) 15 Scollo et al. (2007)
3 Model196
3.1 Description197
We present an integral model of a coaxial double plume. The underlying princi-198
ples follow those of commonly used integral plume models, which are based on the buoy-199
ant plume theory developed by Morton et al. (1956). The distinctive feature is to ex-200
plicitly treat the dynamics of a dense core at the source and how it feeds an ash-rich outer201
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ant plume theory, are used to better represent the complex characteristics of a plume203
without drastically increasing the computational expense. They are commonly used to204
better represent turbulence in a plume by having a counter-flowing plume surrounding205
the rising plume (Mcdougall, 1978, 1981; Bloomfield & Kerr, 2000). A counter-flowing206
double plume model has been applied to volcanic plumes in a still atmosphere and can207
better capture complex flow patterns of a volcanic plume and the MFR in the umbrella208
region of a volcanic plume (Devenish & Cerminara, 2018). Such models have also been209
applied to submarine eruption plumes (Mittal & Delbridge, 2019). The study of coax-210
ial plumes ranges from theoretical studies to application to plumes from cooling towers211
(Morton, 1962; Li et al., 2018; Li & Flynn, 2020). The model that we present takes in-212
spiration from the coaxial models in the literature (Devenish & Cerminara, 2018; Li et213
al., 2018) to create a coaxial double plume model for a tephra plume that is coupled to214
a lava fountain.215
We assume that the plume is composed of two regions; the double plume region216
where a lava fountain and plume coexist, which transitions into a single plume at higher217
altitudes (Figure 4). The double plume region is treated as two separate plumes that are218
coupled; an inner circular plume that is surrounded by an outer annular plume, which219
hereinafter will be referred to as the inner plume and the outer plume. The inner plume220
is representative of the hot inner core (the lava fountain) and the outer plume is the ash221
laden buoyant plume observed in coupled lava fountain - tephra plume eruptions. This222
allows for a better description of the different source conditions between a lava fountain223
and tephra plume compared to a standard integral model. The initial MFR is split at224
the source into two portions; one for the inner plume (Mi0) and one for the outer plume225
(Mo0). We quantify the mass partitioning through the ratio ε = Mi0/(Mi0+Mo0); the226
greater the value of ε the greater the relative proportion of MFR in the inner plume. At227
the height where the rise velocity or the solid phase MFR of the inner plume becomes228
negligible i.e., top of the lava fountain, the plume transitions to a single plume descrip-229
tion. The initial source conditions of the inner and the outer plume are independent of230
each other. The initial gas mass fraction and velocity of each plume are also indepen-231
dent of each other as we do not impose a choked vent (Woods & Bower, 1995). A com-232
mon assumption for large, ash-rich silicic eruptions is to assume choked vent conditions,233
whereby the exit velocity is equal to the sound velocity of the mixture (e.g. Girault et234
al. (2014)). We do not impose this restriction here as this condition is not necessarily235
met for eruptions with low initial MFR that co-exist with lava fountains. A schematic236
of the model setup can be seen in Figure 4a. To simplify the problem to one-dimension,237
we assume the following.238
1. The plume rise timescale for both the inner and the outer plume is less than the239
timescale of mass injection and, therefore, the plume is sustained.240
2. The turbulent eddy turnover time is less than the timescale of plume rise.241
3. The rate of entrainment into the plume is proportional to the velocity of the plume.242
4. The pressure inside the plume is in equilibrium with the atmospheric pressure.243
5. Plume properties are self-similar at a given height for which we assume a top-hat244
profile.245
6. The vent is circular.246
We consider the plume to consist of three phases - dry air, water vapour and solid247
mass. These phases are exchanged between the inner and outer plumes, and the surround-248
ing atmosphere via entrainment and particle fallout. Figure 4b shows the direction and249
the type of coupling that can happen between the atmosphere, the inner and the outer250
plume. The plume velocities are related to the rate of entrainment via a set of entrain-251
ment coefficients. The rate of entrainment from the atmosphere to both the outer plume252
and the single plume is described by λ. α and β are used to determine the rate of en-253
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Figure 4. a) Schematic of the double plume model that shows the coordinate system and
what each part of the model represents. b) Detailed schematic of the control volume of the dou-
ble plume model. The coupling of the inner and the outer plumes is highlighted by the arrows.
region of the model. We follow the same notation for the entrainment coefficients as Bloomfield255
and Kerr (2000), who determined the values of α, β and λ as 0.085, 0.147 and 0.147, re-256
spectively, for a double plume from the fitting of numerical models to small-scale exper-257
iments. The entrainment velocities are calculated as shown by equations 2 to 4 that have258
been modified to take into account large density difference between the plume and the259
surrounding fluid (Ricou & Spalding, 1961; Morton, 1965; Rooney & Linden, 1996; De-260



















where u is the plume velocity and ρ is the bulk plume density. Table 3 defines the265
subscripts. We use the values of 0.147 and 0.147 for the β and λ, respectively, from Bloomfield266
and Kerr (2000) in the double plume region of the double plume model. We further as-267
sume that re-entrainment of solid particles does not occur, and gas phases are not en-268
trained into the inner plume (α is set to 0). This results in a decrease of the MFR of the269
inner plume with height, and therefore also a decrease in plume radius with height, which270
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The conservation of mass, momentum and specific enthalpy are solved in the model272
for the inner, outer and single plume. The definition of each variable is listed in Table273
2 .274
Table 2. Definitions of symbols
Symbol Definition Value Units
z vertical coordinate m
r radius m
U velocity m s−1
ρB bulk density kg m
−3
ρl density of liquid phase in plume 1000 kg m
−3
ρs density of solid phase in plume 2000 kg m
−3
µ entrainment velocity/rate of entrainment ms−1
w settling velocity of a particle m s−1
renv radius of the support envelope m
g gravitational acceleration 9.81 m s−2
CB bulk specific heat capacity J kg
−1 K−1
CB specific heat capacity of dry air 998 J kg
−1
Cv specific heat capacity of water vapour 1952 J kg
−1




ε mass partition ratio between inner and outer plume
M mass flow rate kg s−1
E Enthlapy flow rate J s−1
P pressure (assume plume is at pressure equilibrium with the atmosphere) Pa
Rg specific gas content J kg
−1 K−1
Rd specific gas content of dry air 287 J kg
−1
Rv specific gas content of water vapour 461 J kg
−1K−1
R specific gas content J kg−1 K−1
p probability of particle fallout for entraining plume 0.27
pgauss probability of particle fallout for plume that does not entrain
d diameter of grain-size m
ν dynamic viscosity kg m s−1
α entrainment coefficient describing entrainment from outer to inner plume 0
β entrainment coefficient describing entrainment from inner to outer plume 0.147
λ entrainment coefficient describing entrainment from ambient to outer plume 0.147
χ entrainment coefficient describing entrainment from ambient to single plume 0.1
H1 height of the tropopause 11000 m
H2 height of the stratosphere 20000 m
ωtrop temperature gradient in the troposphere -0.0065 K m
−1
ωstrat temperature gradient in the stratosphere -0.002 K m
−1
θao initial temperature of the atmosphere 280 K
3.2 Governing Equations of the Double Plume Region275
The conservation of mass for dry air (d) and water vapour (v) for the inner plume276
(denoted by subscript I, see Table 3) is defined by equation 5 and 6, where the left-hand277
side is the rate of mass change with height of the respective phase. The sink and sources278
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Table 3. Definitions of subscripts











α entrainment from outer to inner plume
β entrainment from inner to outer plume
λ entrainment from ambient to outer plume
χ entrainment from ambient to single plume
Grain-size i grain-size class i
and vapour phase. The first term is the source of the respective phase of material en-280
trained from the surrounding outer plume, while the second term is the MFR loss of the281










= 2ρOvµαrI − 2ρIvµβrI (6)284
In the inner plume, the change of the solid MFR is described by equation 7. The285
change of the MFR of the solid mass is described by amount of solid MFR lost from par-286













We consider grain-sizes from -9 phi to 10 phi, with a spacing of half a phi, where290
phi is defined as log2D with D being the diameter of the particle in meters. Details of291
the description of particle fallout from the inner plume can be found further in section292
3.4.293
For the outer plume (denoted by subscript O) in the double plume region, the pro-294
cesses that control the change in mass are the same as in the inner plume. An additional295
entrainment term is present in the conservation of mass for dry air and water vapour (third296
term in equations 8 and 9) for the entrainment of mass from the atmosphere into the outer297
plume. An additional term is also present in the conservation of mass of the solid phases298
as a source term for the particles that move from the inner plume into the outer plume299
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d(ρOduO(rO − rI)2)
dz
= −2ρOdµαrI + 2ρIdµβrI + 2µλrOρad (8)301
d(ρOvuO(rO − rI)2)
dz
















The change in the momentum flow rate is described by equation 11 for the inner304
plume and by equation 12 for the outer plume. The momentum flow rate is increased305
from the material added to the plumes via entrainment (for dry air and water vapour)306
and from buoyancy. For the inner plume, these are described by the first, second and307
fifth term in equation 11, respectively, and by the third, fourth and fifth term in equa-308
tion 12, respectively. The outer plume has the additional source of momentum from the309
solid particles that fall from the inner to the outer plume depending on the relative set-310
tling and plume velocity (seventh term, equation 12). The loss of momentum flow rate311
from the plumes is via the processes of entrainment of dry air and water vapour and par-312
ticle fallout. These refer to the third, fourth and sixth term in equation 11 for the in-313







= 2ρOdµαrIuO + 2ρOvµαrIuO − 2ρIdµβrIuI − 2ρIvµβrIuI (11)315








= −2ρOdµαrIuO − 2ρOvµαrIuO + 2ρIdµβrIuI + 2ρIvµβrIuI (12)317










The left-hand side of equations 13 and 14 shows the variation with respect to height320
of the enthalpy flow rate of the volcanic mixture of the inner and outer plume, respec-321
tively. As in the conservation of momentum for both the inner and the outer plumes (equa-322
tion 11 and 12), the change in the enthalpy is caused by the enthalpy gained from the323
addition of mass flow rate into a plume via entrainment and particle fallout. While the324
enthalpy flow rate is reduced by entrainment of material from the plume, change due to325
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d(ρOB(rO − rI)2uOCOBθO)
dz
= −2ρOdµαrICdθO + 2ρIdµβrICdθI + 2ρadµλrOCdθa (14)329














The total mass flow rate and mass fractions for each phase (both for the inner or333
the outer plumes) are given by equations 15 and 16 - 18, respectively.334













where Md, Mv and Ms are the mass flow rates of the dry air, water vapour and solid339
phases.340
The material properties of the plume are described by the following constitutive341













where E is the enthalpy flow rate.347
The bulk density of the plume (equation 23) is calculated from the bulk gas con-348
stant (equation 21) and the density of the gas phase mixture in the plume (equation 22)349



























We use the ode15s solver in MATLAB to solve the governing equations for the in-354
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to the outer and vice-versa (Shampine & Reichelt, 1997; Shampine et al., 1999). The or-356
dinary differential equations (ODEs) solved are equations 5 to 14 along with the closure357
equations 15 to 23.358
3.3 Transition from the Double Plume to the Single Plume359
The initial double plume of the model stops when the inner plume velocity approaches360
0 m s−1. The inner plume is stopped earlier if the solid MFR in the plume becomes neg-361
ligible. Additionally, in the case where a given grain-size is no longer supported by the362
inner plume, the simulation is paused, and the corresponding MFR of that grain-size is363
removed from the system. Associated momentum and enthalpy related to the fallout are364
also removed. The system of equations is then continued from the height where it was365
halted. When either of these conditions are met, the inner plume disappears, and the366
outer plume governing equations change to those of just a single plume.367
Two end member situations exist for the treatment of any solid material remain-368
ing in the inner plume once it has stopped. The solid phase MFR in the inner plume can369
either be completely removed from the system or can be added to the single plume. How-370
ever, due to the dependence on grain-size, it is unlikely that the total solid phase MFR371
of all sizes present in the plume would be incorporated into the single plume. Therefore,372
a support envelope approach is implemented, whereby grain-sizes that can no longer be373
supported by the plume are removed (Carey & Sparks, 1986).374

















The rate of mass change in the single plume is governed by the entrainment of the379
ambient fluid (right-hand side, equations 24 and 25) and particle fallout (right hand-side,380
equation 26). Subsequently, the rate of momentum change is due to entrainment of the381
ambient fluid and particle fallout, as well as buoyancy (2nd - 3rd, 4th and 1st terms, equa-382
tion 27, respectively). We describe the rate of entrainment from the ambient into the383





, where χ is the entrainment coefficient describ-384
ing the proportionality between the entrainment rate and plume velocity and is equal385










In a similar suit as equation 27, the rate of enthalpy change is controlled by the389
change in mass (entrainment, 1st-2nd term, and particle fallout, 4th term, in equation390
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This system of governing equations, along with the closure equation 15 to 23, are393
solved with the ode45 MATLAB solver and terminate when the plume velocity approaches394
0 m s−1.395
3.4 Particle Sedimentation396
To account for sedimentation from the margins of a volcanic plume, we follow the397
method described in Bursik (2001) and Girault et al. (2014, 2016). The conservation of398
mass of the solid phase of a buoyant plume (equations 10 and 26) contains an additional399
sedimentation term to account for the loss of the solid phase MFR from the plume. The400
loss of particles from a plume is assumed to be proportional to the MFR of particles (Woods401
& Bursik, 1991; Ernst et al., 1996) and can be mathematically described for each grain-402








where u is the velocity of the plume, r is the plume radius and Ms is the MFR of405
the solid phase (s) at grain-size i at height z. p is defined as the probability of particle406
fallout from the margins of a plume. This has been previously determined from labo-407
ratory experiments and modelling as 0.27 for buoyant plumes (Ernst et al., 1996). The408
final parameter required to calculate the MFR associated with a grain-size at a given height409
is the settling velocity of the grain-size (wi). As the behaviour of settling particles is de-410
scribed by different settling laws in different flow regimes, the settling velocity for a given411
spherical grain-size is dependent on the Reynolds number as given by Bonadonna et al.412











for 6 ≤ Rei ≤ 500
d2i g(ρs − ρB)
18ν
for Rei ≤ 6

= wi (30)414
The particle Reynolds number is calculated as Rei = (diwiρB/ν) where di is the415
diameter of a spherical particle, wi is the settling velocity of the particle of size i and416
ν is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid the particle is settling in. We choose to follow the417
approach of Woods and Bursik (1991) and use the ρB in the calculation of the Reynolds418
number and in equation 30. This is because the lava fountains and dense tephra plumes419
in this study are particle-dense and consist of large particles. As a result, the surround-420
ing clasts contribute to the drag exerted on other particles in the plume whilst the fluid421
displaced by a particle in the plume is likely to be a mixture of the solid and gas phases.422
423
In the case of a lava fountain, we assume that the entrainment of the gas phases424
from the outer to the inner plume is negligible such that α = 0. This causes the radius425
of the inner plume to reduce with height, which agrees with visual observations. This426
change in radius geometry results in the sedimentation scheme of Ernst et al. (1996) not427
being applicable to the inner plume as it would result in no fallout. The Ernst et al. (1996)428
sedimentation scheme also assumes that the solid particles are fully coupled to the gas.429
As the GSD of the material composing lava fountains are coarse, this is not a valid as-430
sumption. Instead, we use a new method to determine how much MFR is lost from the431
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sian plume velocity profile. We adapt the approach of Carey and Sparks (1986) to de-433
termine when a given grain-size is no longer supported by the plume - the support en-434
velope. The ratio between the area under the Gaussian velocity profile and the area un-435
der the Gaussian velocity profile where a clast is no longer supported by the plume is436
















with renv being the radius of the support envelope, which is calculated as follows442










The addition of the solid phase material to the outer plume is dependent on the445
Gaussian centre-line velocity of the outer plume and the settling velocity of the grain-446
size. We use the Gaussian centre-line velocity as that is the highest velocity within the447
plume. If the Gaussian centre-line velocity is greater than the settling velocity of a par-448
ticle, the MFR of that particular size can be supported by the outer plume. The MFR,449
along with the associated momentum and enthalpy flow rates, is added to the outer plume.450
Conversely, if the settling velocity of a given particle size is greater than that of the Gaus-451
sian centre-line velocity, the mass, momentum and enthalpy related to it are removed452
from the whole system. This can be turned on or off in the double plume model.453
3.5 Coupling Between the Inner and Outer Plumes454
The interaction between the two regions of the double plume depends on the de-455
gree of coupling between these two flows. Coupling between the lava fountain and the456
tephra plume is quantified by the amount of mass, momentum and enthalpy that is ex-457
changed between the two. One way this occurs is via entrainment, where gas can be en-458
trained from the ambient to the tephra plume, from the tephra plume to the lava foun-459
tain and from the lava fountain to the tephra plume. This mechanism of coupling has460
been well studied and parameterised for single buoyant plumes (Morton et al., 1956). For461
coaxial integral plume models, entrainment coefficients have been defined by Bloomfield462
and Kerr (1998, 2000) and Devenish, Rooney, and Thomson (2010). Another process that463
allows for coupling between the lava fountain and the tephra plume is particle fallout.464
Material falling from the lava fountain can potentially enter the tephra plume. If no cou-465
pling is present, the plumes behave independently of each other and plume dynamics will466
be very similar to that of a single plume. However, observations suggest a certain level467
of coupling is present.468
The extent of coupling between tephra plumes and lava fountains via particle fall-469
out is not fully understood. Observations of tephra plumes above lava fountains in Hawaii470
show that wind can affect the finest particle (Head & Wilson, 1989). In contrast, the lava471
fountains at Mount Etna are characterised by much larger quantities of ash, which co-472
exist with a lava fountain rather than only originating from above it (Figure 1). Addi-473
tionally, during strong winds, the central portion of the lava fountain appears to not be474
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wind. However, a correlation has been suggested between the height of the lava foun-476
tain and the height of the volcanic plume (Calvari et al., 2018). Further research is re-477
quired to understand the extent and the impact of different levels of coupling between478
a lava fountain and a tephra plume.479
To be able to explore the potential range of coupling and its impact on plume dy-480
namics, we examine two end-member scenarios of coupling between the inner and outer481
regions due to solid mass transfer. For both scenarios, the inner and outer plumes in-482
teract by gas being entrained from the inner to the outer plume. Particle fallout from483
the inner plume is added to the outer plume if the settling velocity of a given size is lower484
than the Gaussian centre line velocity of the outer plume for both scenarios. These sce-485
narios are the following:486
1. Fully coupled - Any solid phase MFR remaining in the inner plume once it has487
stopped is added to the single plume region depending on the ratio between the488
settling velocity and the outer plume centre line velocity. The MFR related to the489
gas phases left in the inner plume once it has stopped are also added to the start490
of the single plume region.491
2. Moderately coupled - Any solid phase MFR remaining in the inner plume once492
it has stopped is not added to the single plume region source, corresponding to493
the solid MFR sedimenting to the ambient and being removed from the plume sys-494
tem. The MFR related to the gas phases left in the inner plume once it has stopped495
are not added to the start of the single plume region.496
3.6 Atmospheric Conditions497
The atmospheric conditions that are used in the model include the pressure, den-498
sity and temperature. We assume the atmosphere is only composed of dry air and there499
is no humidity. Wind is not accounted for. Unless otherwise specified, we use a repre-500
sentative temperature profile of standard atmosphere in an intermediate climate as de-501
fined by Woods (1988),502
θa0 − ωtropz for z ≤ H1
θa0 − ωtropH1 for H1 ≤ z ≤ H2
θa0 − ωtropH1 + ωstrat(z −H2) for z ≥ H2
 = θa, (34)503
where θa0 is the initial atmospheric temperature, H1 and H2 are the height of the504
tropopause and the height of the stratosphere, respectively. ωstrat and ωtrop are the tem-505
perature gradient in the troposphere and the stratosphere, respectively. These are set506
to the same values used by Woods (1988). The specific heat capacity (CaB) of the at-507
mosphere is equal to Cd, the specific heat capacity of dry air, as we do not consider the508
humidity and vapour phase of the atmosphere. Following the same assumption, ρaB and509
ρad is given in equation 35 by using the ideal gas law. The atmospheric hydrostatic pres-510
sure is described as511
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4 Results514
4.1 The Impact of the Lava Fountain on Plume Rise515
We present results on the impact of a hotter, coarser-grained inner core, that does516
not entrain surrounding gas phases, on the overall rise of a volcanic plume. We compare517
results from the double plume model, where the initial condition of the inner plume re-518
sembles the characteristics of a lava fountain, to those of a plume where a lava fountain519
is not present. The latter is modelled using the standard integral model. The ESPs and520
atmospheric conditions used are identical to those used for the double plume model.521
We randomly sample a parameter space that consists of initial velocity, temper-522
ature, gas mass fraction, GSD, MFR and partition coefficient (ε), to assess the impact523
of a lava fountain on plume height. The ranges for each variable are listed in Table 4a)524
(Métrich & Rutherford, 1998; Parfitt & Wilson, 1999; Métrich et al., 2004; Spilliaert et525
al., 2006; Glaze et al., 2017; Poret, Costa, et al., 2018). However, we impose that the in-526
ner plume is always hotter, coarser-grained and contains a lower initial gas mass frac-527
tion than the outer plume, mimicking lava fountain characteristics (Parfitt, 1998). The528
vent height is set at 0 m a.s.l. As we do not imply choked vent conditions, we allow the529
initial velocity to vary, independently of the initial gas fraction, between the values of530
75 and 200 m s−1. This range agrees with average velocity estimates of tephra plumes531
that are coupled to lava fountains as determined by radar (Freret-Lorgeril et al., 2018).532
By allowing the initial source parameters to vary over wide ranges and independently533
of each other, we can explore the whole range of potential implications of a lava foun-534
tain on the rise of a tephra plume.535
Figure 5 shows the relationship between the initial MFR and the overall plume height536
in a still standard atmosphere in an intermediate climate. The MFR for the double plume537
model refers to the combined MFR of both the inner and outer plumes at the vent. The538
two double plume scenarios are shown by the coloured markers whilst the standard in-539
tegral plume model is also plotted (black markers). Regardless of whether the lava foun-540
tain and tephra plume are moderately or fully coupled (dark blue and red markers re-541
spectively, Figure 5), a plume coupled to a lava fountain can reach a greater variation542
of heights than the standard integral model for a given initial MFR. This is indicated543
by an r2 of 0.986 for the double plume model (both scenarios) compared to an r2 of 0.996544
for the standard integral model output for the fitting of a power law to the MFR as a545
function of height. The overall trend between the two coupling scenarios of models is the546
same. The variation in the initial source parameters allows for a wider range of heights547
than a plume surrounding a lava fountain can reach compared to the standard integral548
plume model for the same initial MFR. This indicates the source conditions are an im-549
portant control of plume height of tephra plumes coupled with lava fountains. However,550
we do see for a higher initial MFR, a plume coupled to a lava fountain can generally reach551
greater heights than for a plume without a lava fountain. For a plume coupled to a lava552
fountain with a high initial MFR, the tephra plume could support a greater proportion553
of the fallout from the lava fountain. The mass partitioning and the GSD introduce two554
important new degrees of freedom compared to the standard integral model. We explore555
these separately in the next sections to further investigate their control on plume rise556
compared to a plume without a lava fountain.557
4.1.1 Sensitivity of Plume Rise to the GSD of the Lava Fountain558
The effect of the initial GSD of the lava fountain (i.e., the inner plume) on plume559
rise is important to understand. Firstly, this is because the GSD of a lava fountain is a560
major characteristic and distinguishes it from typical tephra plumes (Parfitt, 1998; Parfitt561
& Wilson, 1999; Mueller et al., 2019). Secondly, GSD is a first order control on the ex-562
tent of particle fallout (Sparks et al., 1992; Bursik et al., 1992). The size of a particle563
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Table 4. Source conditions used for the results presented in this work a) ESPs for the general
simulations in Section 4.1, b) ESPs for simulations in Section 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.2, c) ESPs for
the 29th of August 2011 in Section 5, Mount Etna case study Monte-Carlo simulations, where 1
refers to (Parfitt, 1998) and 2 refers to (Freret-Lorgeril et al., in review).
ESP Inner Plume Outer Plume Standard Integral Model
a)
Total MFR (kg s−1) 103 - 107 103 - 107
Temperature (K) 1200 - 1500 900 - 1200 900 - 1200
Velocity (m s−1) 75 - 200 75 - 200 75 - 200
Gas mass fraction 0.01 - 0.03 0.03 - 0.05 0.03 - 0.05
ε 0 - 1 N/A
GSD
log-normal, log-normal, log-normal,
median between -7 median between inner median between inner
and -1 median and 6 median and 6
b)
Total MFR (kg s−1) 105 105
Temperature (K) 1500 1200 1200
Velocity (m s−1) 100 100 100
Gas mass fraction 0.01 0.03 0.03
ε 23 N/A
GSD log-normal, median -7 / -3 log-normal, median 0.5 log-normal, median 0.5
c)
Total MFR (kg s−1) 9× 103 - 106 9× 103 - 106
Temperature (K) 1200 - 1500 900 - 1200 900 - 1200
Velocity (m s−1) 75 - 200 75 - 200 75 - 200
Gas mass fraction 0.01 - 0.03 0.03 - 0.05 0.03 - 0.05
ε 0.74 N/A























































Moderately coupled - double plume model
Fully coupled - double plume model
Standard integral model
Figure 5. A comparison of the maximum height that plumes with different initial MFRs can
reach between a standard integral (black markers) and a double plume model (coloured markers).
Two different coupling scenarios of the double plume model are presented; red markers refer to
when the MFR is included in the start of the single plume region depending on the velocity (fully
coupled) and dark blue markers where any MFR at the top of the lava fountain is completely
removed (moderately coupled) (see Section 3.5 for more details).
out and if it is subsequently supported by the surrounding outer plume. Few studies ex-565
ist of GSDs from field deposits of lava fountains (Parfitt, 1998; Andronico, Scollo, Cristaldi,566
& Lo Castro, 2014; Edwards et al., 2018). It is not possible to fully constrain this pa-567
rameter in real time (Scollo et al., 2019). This results in the lava fountain GSD being568
poorly constrained and a large source of error.569
To explore the sensitivity of the model to different GSDs, we vary the initial GSD570
of the lava fountain for four different sized hypothetical eruptions. The eruption sizes571
that we consider have initial MFRs of 103 kg s−1, 104 kg s−1, 105 kg s−1 and 106 kg s−1.572
First, we determine the impact of a GSD composed of a single size on plume rise to clearly573
see the effect (Figure 6), and then with a log-normal GSD to better represent GSDs ob-574
served from real eruptions (Figure 7) (Costa, Pioli, & Bonadonna, 2016; Pioli et al., 2019).575
All other ESPs are kept constant (velocity, temperature, gas mass fraction, ε) and are576
listed in Table 4b). The GSD of the outer plume is kept constant as a log-normal dis-577
tribution with a median grain-size of 0.5 phi and a standard deviation of 1.5 phi, which578
is similar to the default value that is set to forecast tephra fallout in near real time (Scollo579
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compare results from a standard integral model to the double plume model for the two581





























Moderately coupled - double plume model





Figure 6. The effect of varying the single-size GSD of the inner plume, where the inner plume
is composed of only one grain-size, on the overall plume height for four initial MFRs. For each
MFR, the results of the standard integral model (black line) and the two scenarios of the double
plume model, listed in section 3.5, (dashed red and solid blue, respectively) are shown.
For a lava fountain where the initial GSD consists of a single particle size, the fi-583
nal plume height is lower than that predicted by the standard integral model for lava584
fountain grain sizes coarser than approximately -6 phi (Figure 6). An initial coarse single-585
size GSD leads to significant fallout from the inner plume. Large particles that have fallen586
out are not supported by the outer plume and are, therefore, completely removed from587
the system when they fall from the lava fountain. The associated loss of mass, momen-588
tum and enthalpy from this process results in the plume not reaching the same heights589
as the standard integral plume model despite having a hotter inner core. As the initial590
single-size GSD of the inner plume becomes finer, less fallout occurs leaving more mass,591
momentum and enthalpy in the whole plume system for it to go higher. The inner plume592
loses the majority of its solid phase MFR by the time the velocity reaches approximately593
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to the start of the single plume region. The different coupling schemes (solid blue and595
dashed red lines, Figure 6) thus become unimportant.596
For the case when the lava fountain is composed of a single-size GSD between -6597
and -4 phi (depending on the eruption size), with moderate coupling between the lava598
fountain and tephra plume, the final height of the plume decreases as the GSD becomes599
finer (solid blue line, Figure 6). As the GSD becomes finer, less fallout from the inner600
plume occurs. This results in the amount of MFR left in the inner plume, once the in-601
ner plume has stopped, increasing as the single-size GSD becomes finer. If this MFR is602
not added to the start of the single plume region, it is lost from the system. As a result,603
the initial mass, momentum and enthalpy of the single plume region is reduced. In the604
case of full coupling between the inner and outer plume (dashed red line, Figure 6), the605
final plume height remains constant, or decreases slightly, depending on the eruption size.606
This is because the majority of the mass, and related enthalpy and momentum is added607
to the start of the single plume region. As a result, the overall mass, enthalpy and mo-608
mentum flow rates in the whole system is close to constant, so the final height of the plume609
does not significantly change.610
The same behaviour is observed when a log-normal GSD is used, rather than a GSD611
composed of only one grain-size, for the inner plume. The median of the log-normal GSD612
of the inner plume is varied between -7 and -2 phi and the standard deviation is kept613
constant at 0.75 phi (red lines, Figure 7 b). We keep the inner plume GSD narrow to614
agree with observations of ultra-proximal deposits from Hawaiian lava fountains (Parfitt,615
1998). When the lava fountain GSD is coarse, the double plume final height is lower than616
predicted by the standard integral model. As the GSD becomes finer, less material is lost617
from the system due to lower fallout occurring. This allows the plume to rise higher un-618
til the GSD becomes so fine that material that falls out of the inner plume is supported619
by the outer plume. At this point the coupling mechanism at the top of the plume be-620
comes important. If any material left in the inner plume once it has stopped is not added621
to the source of the single plume region (moderately coupled), the single plume region622
starts with the same mass, momentum and enthalpy as the top of the outer plume. The623
inner plume mass, momentum and enthalpy flow rates at the point where it stops is lost624
from the system and the final height of the plume decreases as the GSD becomes finer.625
On the other hand, if the material of the inner plume is added and can be supported at626
the top of the double plume region (dashed red line, Figure 7) the overall plume height627
does not significantly vary as the median of the grain-size decreases. The overall mass,628
momentum and enthalpy flow rates of the system is generally conserved. The behaviour629
of the plume from varying the GSD is the same for eruptions of different sizes as defined630
by the initial MFR.631
4.1.2 Impact of Lava Fountain Size on Plume Rise632
To vary the size of the lava fountain in the model, the partition ratio, (ε), is var-633
ied between 0.25 and 0.9. The bigger ε, the more of the initial MFR partitioned into the634
inner plume, thus forming a larger lava fountain. The other source conditions (velocity,635
temperature, gas content, GSD) are kept constant and can be found in Table 4b). We636
examine the effect of different sizes of lava fountains on the two coupling scenarios, mod-637
erately and fully coupled (section 3.5).638
An increase in the size of a lava fountain, when the inner plume has a log-normal639
GSD with a median of -3 phi, results in the tephra plume rising higher compared to when640
the lava fountain is small and to a standard volcanic plume. This is true for both the641
moderately and fully coupled scenarios (Figure 8a, solid blue and dashed red lines, re-642
spectively). As the lava fountain increases in size, the amount of fallout from the inner643
plume becomes proportionally larger compared to what is in the outer plume. When the644














































































































Moderately coupled - double plume model





Figure 7. a) The effect of varying the median size of the GSD of the inner plume on the
overall plume height for the four initial MFRs investigated. For each MFR, the results from the
standard integral model (black line) and the two scenarios of the double plume model, that are
listed in section 3.5, (dashed red and solid blue, respectively) are shown. b) The GSDs of the in-
ner (red) and the outer (blue) plume. The median size of the inner plume GSD, which correlates
to the x-axis in a), is referenced in the top right corner of each plot.
cles become a source of mass, momentum and enthalpy for the outer plume. With larger646
lava fountains, this contribution of the hot material becomes the dominant component647
of the solid phase MFR in the outer plume rather than the original solid phase MFR erupted648
at the vent. The mass, momentum and enthalpy of the outer plume increases consider-649
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Figure 8. The effect of lava fountain size on the height of the coupled tephra plume (coloured
lines) compared to those of a standard integral model (black dotted line) for four different erup-
tion; a) shows the example of when the inner plume is initiated with a fine GSD, b) shows the
example of when the inner plume is initiated with a coarse GSD.
In contrast, when the initial GSD of the inner plume is coarser (log-normal GSD651
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105 kg s−1 or below an increase in the size of a lava fountain results in the plume ris-653
ing to lower heights with respect to the standard integral model. If the lava fountain con-654
sists of predominately large particles, much of the fallout from the inner plume is not655
supported by the surrounding plume. The sedimenting particles from the lava fountain656
are lost from the system, therefore the associated mass, momentum and enthalpy are also657
lost. The lower levels of mass, momentum and enthalpy being added to the outer plume658
results in the plume being unable to rise to heights similar to or greater than the stan-659
dard integral model (Figure 8b). The two different coupling approaches are the same as660
large amounts of fallout results in the majority of the solid phase MFR of the inner plume661
being lost before the inner plume velocity approaches 0. Little or nothing is present to662
add to the start of the single plume region, and therefore the coupling mechanism be-663
comes unimportant. However, when the initial GSD of the inner plume is coarse and the664
initial MFR is high (i.e., 106 kg s−1), we see the same behaviour as we did when the GSD665
of the inner was finer. Plume height increases as the lava fountain size increases because666
the overall larger initial MFR of the eruption results in the velocity profile of the outer667
plume decreasing at a slower rate with height compared to an eruption with a lower ini-668
tial MFR. As a result, more of the fallout from the inner plume can be supported by the669
outer plume and the lava fountain acts as a source of mass and energy. As lava fountain670
size increases, this source to the outer plume increases and therefore the plume can reach671
greater heights. This supports the results of a coupled plume going higher than a stan-672
dard plume at high initial MFRs as seen in Figure 5.673
4.2 Characteristics of a Coupled Lava Fountain - Tephra Plume674
The inclusion of a lava fountain affects not only the rise height of the plume, but675
also its dynamics. Figures 9 and 10 show the velocity, temperature, radius, and density676
profiles for the double and single plume region, respectively. We compare two cases: when677
the GSD of the inner plume is coarse (Figures 9b and 10b) and when the GSD is fine678
(Figures 9a and 10a). Coarse and fine refer to log-normal distributions where the me-679
dian grain-sizes are -7 and -3 phi, respectively. The standard deviation is kept constant680
at 0.75 phi. The other source conditions are kept constant and are shown in Table 4b).681
The initial MFR was set to 105 kg s−1 and 2/3 of this MFR is partitioned into the in-682
ner plume. Both the coupling scenarios of the double plume model and the standard in-683
tegral model are plotted. As both scenarios only differ in the treatment of the initial con-684
ditions of the single plume, both scenarios are the same for the double plume region. Ref-685
erence to the dynamics of the inner and outer plumes in Figure 9 refers to both scenar-686
ios. We consider representative characteristics for two end-member scenarios and there-687
fore cover the range of plausible outcomes.688
4.2.1 The Height of the Double Plume Region689
A key feature of the dynamics of the inner plume is that its height is much lower690
than that of a typical tephra plume. The height of the inner plume (i.e., the lava foun-691
tain) is controlled by its initial velocity and the extent of particle fallout. As the lava692
fountain never becomes buoyant, the maximum height it can reach is the ballistic height.693
If the inner plume loses the majority of its mass as it rises via the process of particle fall-694
out, the solid phase MFR becomes negligible, and the lava fountain never reaches the695
ballistic height. When the GSD of the inner plume is fine, the inner plume height is com-696
parable to the ballistic height (Figure 9a). The height of the inner plume is 516 m, while697
the height of the calculated ballistic height is 510 m for the source conditions defined in698
Table 4b). These heights are not comparable to the height of the gas thrust region (6699
- 8 m) of the surrounding tephra plume or to the height of the gas-thrust region in a tephra700
plume without a lava fountain (25 m). However, when the GSD is coarse, the inner plume701
stops rising before the ballistic height is reached as the solid material in the plume is de-702
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Figure 9. The dynamics (velocity, temperature, radius and density) of the inner and outer
plume (with the moderately and fully coupled scenarios overlapping) in the double plume region
compared to those of the standard integral model. a) The example of when the inner plume
is initiated with a fine GSD and b) is the case when the inner plume is initiated with a coarse
GSD. The standard integral model is shown (dotted black line) for comparison and the modelled
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Moderately coupled - double plume model
Standard integral model
Fully coupled - double plume model
Figure 10. The dynamics (velocity, temperature, radius and density) of the surrounding
tephra plume for two examples, where one has a fine and the other has a coarse initial GSD for
the inner plume, (a) and b), respectively). The two different coupling scenarios are shown; solid
blue line for the moderately coupled case and dotted red line for the fully coupled case. The
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(i.e., the lava fountain) differ to those of the surrounding plume, which in turn results704
in different dynamics between the inner and outer plume.705
4.2.2 The Dynamics of the Double Plume Region706
The dynamics of a lava fountain differs to those of the surrounding tephra plume707
(Figure 9) as, unlike the outer plume, the inner plume does not entrain the surround-708
ing gas. The inner plume does not become buoyant as its density is always higher than709
that of the surrounding plume; it is a negatively buoyant plume. The decrease of MFR710
due to the lack of entrainment into the inner plume and particle fallout results in the711
radius of the inner plume to decrease with height, while the velocity of the inner plume712
continuously decreases as it rises. The lack of entrainment of colder gas also causes very713
little cooling of the inner plume. In contrast the outer plume cools significantly and in-714
creases in width as it entrains the colder ambient gas. Once enough gas has been entrained715
and heated, the buoyancy is reversed causing an increase in the velocity of the outer plume.716
These characteristics of the outer plume are comparable to those of the standard inte-717
gral model, with a slight difference due to the different entrainment coefficients used in718
the respective models.719
The amount of sedimentation from the inner plume also plays a role in the dynam-720
ics of the inner plume and of the surrounding outer plume. When fallout is low (Figure721
9a), the inner plume stops due to its velocity approaching 0 m s−1, which causes the plume722
radius to diverge. The gas phase in the inner plume is depleted before all the solid mass723
has fallen out of it, causing the bulk plume density to tend towards that of the solid phase.724
However, when fallout is high (Figure 9b), the plume stops before the plume radius di-725
verges as the solid material in the plume has completely fallen out. Initially, before sig-726
nificant amount of entrainment occurs into the outer plume, high fallout from the inner727
to the outer plume causes the temperature of the surrounding tephra plume to increase.728
The gas phase becomes the dominant phase of the inner plume, and therefore reduces729
the bulk density of the inner plume towards that of the gas phase. At the very top of730
the inner plume, the bulk density appears to increase. This is an artefact caused by the731
model as the radius of the inner plume becomes narrower than the diameter of the small-732
est grain-size present in the inner plume. The choice of the initial GSD can result in sig-733
nificant difference in the dynamics of the inner plume and influences the dynamics of the734
surrounding tephra plume.735
4.2.3 The Dynamics of the Single Plume Region736
In the single plume region, there is little difference in dynamics between a tephra737
plume coupled to a lava fountain, for either coupling scenario, and a standard tephra plume738
(Figure 10), with the largest difference seen most strongly just above the lava fountain.739
There, the velocity of the plume increases before decreasing again. This is because the740
rate at which momentum in the plume increases is greater than that of the MFR. The741
radius, temperature and density of the single plume region follows the same general be-742
haviour as the plume without a lava fountain. The radius of the single plume starts wider,743
before becoming narrower with height, compared to the standard integral model. The744
density of the outer plume is lower than that of the standard modelled plume.745
Depending on the coupling scenario and how much material is left in the inner plume746
once it has stopped, the dynamics of the single plume varies with respect to the stan-747
dard integral model. When the initial GSD of the inner plume is coarse (Figure 10b),748
high sedimentation results in the single tephra plume being slightly colder, denser and749
wider as it rises compared to the standard integral model. No difference exists between750
the moderately and fully coupled double plume scenarios (solid dark blue vs dotted red751
lines, Figure 10a) as nothing is left at the top of the inner plume to add to the start of752
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of -3 phi (Figure 10a), the difference between the double plume model and the standard754
integral model is more significant; especially towards the top of the plume as it rises higher.755
In the case where the double plume and single plume region are fully coupled, the sin-756
gle plume starts off with higher mass, momentum and enthalpy flow rates as the major-757
ity of the material left at the top of the inner plume is added to the start of the single758
plume. This results in a discontinuity in the transition of the outer plume to the single759
plume. The single plume is slightly hotter and less dense than that of the plume with-760
out a lava fountain and a surrounding tephra plume that is moderately coupled to a lava761
fountain.762
5 Case Study: the 29th of August 2011 Paroxysm of Mount Etna, Italy763
To understand the dynamics and the source conditions of volcanic plumes coupled764
with lava fountains, we apply the investigated integral plume models (double and stan-765
dard) to the 29th of August 2011 eruption of Mount Etna. This eruption produced a tran-766
sitional (Scollo et al., 2019) ash-rich plume that reached a maximum height of 9.6 ± 0.3767
km a.s.l (Corradini et al., 2018) and a mean height of 9 km a.s.l (Freret-Lorgeril et al.,768
in review). Thermal cameras recorded a thermally-saturated region above the vent with769
an average and maximum height of 453 and 1080 m a.v.l, respectively (Calvari et al., 2018).770
The climactic phase of the eruption began at 03:50 GMT and lasted for 63 minutes (Freret-771
Lorgeril et al., 2018). Analysis of the field deposit determined a MFR of 3 - 4 x 104 kg772
s−1 (Freret-Lorgeril et al., in review), and will hence be referred to as the plume tephra773
deposit MFR. The most proximal sample site of this field analysis was located 0.7 km774
from the vent. The GSD has been determined from analysis of the plume tephra deposit775
based on two different approaches, i.e., based on observed data only or on a combina-776
tion of observed and synthetic data (Figure 11) (Freret-Lorgeril et al., in review). The777
specific plume dynamics, and the availability of the observations, results in this erup-778
tion being an ideal example to analyse with the double plume model.779
We take a Monte-Carlo approach to invert the initial MFR of the 29th of August780
2011 eruption of Mount Etna using the double plume and standard integral model. Ob-781
servations of both the plume and lava fountain heights are used to constrain the new dou-782
ble plume model, whereas the standard integral model can only be constrained by the783
plume height. By varying the selected ESPs (velocity, temperature, gas mass fraction,784
MFR) of the plume models and comparing the modelled lava fountain and/or plume-785
top heights with observations, we can invert for the MFR. The observed lava fountain786
height is taken to be that of the saturated region in thermal camera images (Calvari et787
al., 2018). If the determined heights of the double plume region and the overall plume788
lie between the reported mean and maximum heights (Corradini et al., 2018; Calvari et789
al., 2018; Freret-Lorgeril et al., in review) of the lava fountain and tephra plume, respec-790
tively, the simulation is recorded as a match. This procedure allows the range of MFRs791
that resulted in the observed plume and lava fountain heights to be determined.792
The range of source conditions for the Monte-Carlo simulations to determine the793
MFR range for the 29th of August 2011 Mount Etna eruption are reported in Table 4c).794
For the double plume model, the inner plume is always hotter and contains a lower frac-795
tion of initial gas to represent a lava fountain. The partition ratio (ε) is kept constant796
at 0.74. This value is determined by the ratio between the estimated MFR of the cone797
deposit and the MFR of the cone deposit plus the MFR of the plume tephra deposit798
for the 29th of August 2011 paroxysmal eruption of Mount Etna. The value of the MFR799
of the plume tephra deposit is reported in Freret-Lorgeril et al. (in review). The MFR800
of the cone deposit is calculated by taking the reported cone volume and total lava foun-801
taining duration between 2011 and 2012 from (Behncke et al., 2014), and assuming a den-802
sity of the cone deposit of 1800 kg m−3 (Mulas et al., 2016). Both the inner and outer803
plumes start with the same initial velocities. The standard integral model uses the same804
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mospheric temperature and pressure profiles are taken from the ECMWF ERA Interim,806
Daily data sets for the location of Mount Etna on the 29th of August 2011. The par-807
tition ratio (ε) and initial GSDs are also kept constant.808
We use two different GSDs, as determined by Freret-Lorgeril et al. (in review) from809
the plume tephra deposit of the 29th of August 2011 Mount Etna eruption, as the ini-810
tial GSD of the outer plume. These two GSDs refer to a GSD only based on deposit sam-811
pling and a GSD based on a combination of deposit sampling and synthetic data used812
to fill the gap between field samples. Each GSD is used to initialise a simulation. We use813
the two reported GSDs to investigate the sensitivity of the plume rise to GSD calcu-814
lation by different approaches; where all the samples are used to create the GSD and where815
synthetic data are also used. We assume that the wider field-based GSD is only repre-816
sentative of the outer plume as it does not contain any data from the proximal cone de-817
posit as the most proximal sample (∼ 700 m from the vent) lies out of the circumference818
of the cone as outlined by Behncke et al. (2014). The cone deposit is thought to be pre-819
dominately composed of the tephra that has fallen out from the lava fountain (Behncke820
et al., 2014; Head & Wilson, 1989). As no GSDs exist from the cone deposit of Mount821
Etna, we use the GSD from the 1956 Kilauea Iki, Hawaii eruption (Figure 11), which does822
include an estimation of the most proximal cone deposit (Parfitt, 1998). The 1956 Ki-823
lauea Iki, Hawaii eruption was a coupled lava fountain - tephra plume, but the tephra824
plume was not of the same scale of those observed at Mount Etna, Italy as the plume825
height was much lower (Parfitt & Wilson, 1999). To initiate the standard integral model,826
we use the GSD derived from the plume tephra deposit as we do for the outer plume.827
This is because the standard integral model is modelling a tephra plume rather than a828
tephra plume and a lava fountain; therefore the initial GSD should only reflect the ma-829
terial in the plume tephra deposit. All the initial GSDs used in the modelling are plot-830
ted in Figure 11 and range from -9.5 phi to 4.5 phi with a spacing of 0.5 phi. Results831
of the MFR at different heights in the plume for each of the Monte-Carlo simulations832
are shown on Figure 12.833
The double plume model, regardless of the GSD used to initiate the outer plume,834
requires a slightly higher initial MFR to reach the same height as the standard integral835
model (Figure 12). This is because the inner plume is initiated with a coarse GSD (black836
line - Figure 11). In the cases where the initial GSD of the inner plume is coarse i.e., as837
in a lava fountain, much of the fallout from the inner plume is not supported by the outer838
plume and is subsequently removed from the system. This results in the plume reach-839
ing lower heights than the standard integral model despite starting with overall more en-840
thalpy within the inner plume as fallout removes much of the available enthalpy com-841
pletely from the system.842
Despite these differences in the initial MFR determined from the double and stan-843
dard integral model, neither correspond with the MFR from the plume tephra deposit844
for the 29th August 2011 eruption. Figure 12 shows that the modelled MFRs at source845
(black and coloured dots) are an order of magnitude higher than those determined from846
the plume tephra deposit and eruption duration (orange line). This is a feature that is847
often observed with coupled lava fountain-tephra plumes at Mount Etna, Italy (Figure848
3). The double plume model does not reach the observed height of the tephra plume pro-849
duced by the 29th of August 2011 eruption with the MFR from the plume tephra de-850
posit. This suggests that the additional heat from the hotter inner core (the lava foun-851
tain) does not result in the tephra plume going higher for a given MFR compared to a852
plume that does not have a lava fountain. The modelled MFR of the source, for the dou-853
ble plume model, best fits the sum of the MFR from the cone deposit and the MFR from854
the plume tephra deposit. This suggests that a considerable amount of the erupted ma-855
terial for this eruption is deposited in the proximal cone deposit.856
While the plume tephra deposit MFR does not correspond to the MFR at the source857
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1959 Kilauea Iki GSD
29th Aug 2011 GSD
(Field)
29th Aug 2011 GSD
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Figure 11. he initial GSDs used to model the 29th of August 2011 eruption at Mount Etna,
Italy. The inner plume initial GSD (black line) is kept constant, while the initial outer plume
GSD (coloured lines) is varied for each of the two Monte-Carlo simulations.
tain in the double plume model. Figure 12 highlights that the plume tephra deposit MFR859
(orange line) overlaps with the MFRs from the start of the single plume (coloured open860
circles). As there is not a source of solid MFR in the system, the overall solid MFR in861
the double plume can only remain constant or decrease with plume rise. Significant lev-862
els of fallout occur of coarse material in the region where a lava fountain is present. This863
causes the solid MFR to decrease drastically in this zone to a value that is comparable864
to the MFR determined by the field deposit analysis.865
6 Discussion866
6.1 What controls the effect that a lava fountain has on buoyant plume867
rise?868
The extent to which a lava fountain affects the rise of a buoyant tephra plume de-869
pends on the amount of coupling between the tephra plume and the lava fountain. The870
greater the degree of coupling, the greater amounts of mass, momentum and enthalpy871
the lava fountain can provide to the rising tephra plume. This can result in the surround-872
ing tephra plume reaching higher altitudes compared to those without these additional873
sources. Instances of high coupling include when fallout from the lava fountain is high,874
and this fallout is incorporated into surrounding plume or is transferred to the single plume875
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is coarse. The larger the solid particles in the plume, the more likely the velocity of the877
inner plume will not be high enough to support their rise and will subsequently sediment878
from the plume (Figures 6 and 7). If there is not any coupling between the lava foun-879
tain and the tephra plume, the lava fountain acts as a sink for the system. This occurs880
when the amount of fallout is really high, and the material is not supported by the sur-881
rounding plume, or when the fallout is low and the material is removed from the system882
when the lava fountain stops. These results lead to the conclusion that the initial GSD883
of a lava fountain is one of the most important controls on the extent of impact a lava884
fountain has on the rise of the surrounding tephra plume. Regardless of the type of cou-885
pling scenario, the effect on plume rise is greater when more of the overall initial MFR886
is partitioned into the lava fountain compared to the surrounding tephra plume (Figure887
8).888
6.2 What is the relation between tephra deposits and coupled lava foun-889
tain - tephra plumes?890
The MFR at the vent of a tephra plume coupled to a lava fountain, when deter-891
mined from the numerical modelling, is different from the MFR calculated from the plume892
tephra deposit. For the case study explored in section 5, the modelled MFR at the vent,893
from the double and standard integral models, are an order of magnitude larger than the894
MFR determined from analysis of the plume tephra deposit. The same pattern is seen895
with multiple other eruptions at Mount Etna, Italy (Figure 3). However, as Figure 12896
highlights, the plume tephra deposit MFR for the 29th of August 2011 eruption better897
correlates with modelled values of the MFR at the start of the single plume just above898
the lava fountain (Figure 12). This indicates that the plume produced a significant fall-899
out in proximal region.900
Considering the differences between the MFR at the source and the MFR derived901
from the plume tephra deposit, an important question to ask is which MFR should be902
used to determine subsequent dispersion of the tephra in the atmosphere. MFR is a key903
input of volcanic dispersion models. However, significant uncertainty exists in determin-904
ing its value for an eruption (e.g., Bonadonna et al. (2015)). The MFR determined by905
a standard integral model overestimates the amount of ash that reaches the top of the906
plume and can be dispersed from the volcano. The same is true for the MFR at the source907
of the double plume model. It would be more suitable to use the solid MFR at the NBL,908
as determined from the double plume model, as a source term for further investigations909
into distal atmospheric dispersion, as this represents the erupted material that reaches910
the umbrella cloud. This value can be similar to the value derived from the plume tephra911
deposit but is different from the total initial MFR as determined from the standard in-912
tegral model or from the combined cone and plume tephra deposit, which mainly depends913
on the spatial distribution of the tephra samples (Andronico, Scollo, Cristaldi, & Lo Cas-914
tro, 2014). However, the MFR from the plume tephra deposit can also be an overesti-915
mation of what reaches the top of the plume (Figure 12). Therefore, while the new dou-916
ble plume model offers more insight into the MFR distribution in the tephra plume, in917
such cases, care is required on using this value to examine distal ash dispersion.918
6.3 Limitations of the Model919
6.3.1 Unaccounted-for Processes920
We focused this study on the coupling of a lava fountain to the plume, but there921
are of course a series of additional processes that can further influence plume dynam-922
ics that were not directly accounted for. We discuss the most important ones and their923
potential impact here. Heat transfer processes such as thermal disequilibrium are not924
modelled. Thermal disequilibrium can exist at variable levels between particles larger925
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Iki, Hawaii eruption, that is used as the initial GSD of the lava fountain for 29th of Au-927
gust 2011 Mount Etna case-study, this equates to ∼ 98% of the material in the field de-928
posit. This could mean that the heat transfer between the lava fountain and the surround-929
ing plume is overestimated. However, as the extent of thermal disequilibrium is depen-930
dent on grain-size and a large amount of the coarse particle are removed completely from931
the system by particle fallout from the lava fountain, the significance of the reduction932
in heat transfer is assumed to be limited. Another unaccounted process is secondary frag-933
mentation within the lava fountain, which could result in additional material being added934
to the surrounding plume.935
Wind could also play a vital role on the rise of plumes that contain a lava foun-936
tain. Increased entrainment and bending of the plume from wind can reduce the over-937
all height a standard tephra plume can reach. Its effect has been accounted for in stan-938
dard integral model and has been studied in detail (Bursik, 2001; Degruyter & Bonadonna,939
2012, 2013; Woodhouse et al., 2013; Carazzo et al., 2014; Girault et al., 2016). While it940
is reasonable to expect a similar effect for the tephra plume above the lava fountain, the941
impact of wind on the region of the tephra plume that coexists with the lava fountain942
is less clear. An increase of entrained fluid from the atmosphere into the tephra plume943
could affect its ability to support sedimenting material from the inner plume. High wind944
could also increase the stability of the tephra plume as has been highlight in standard945
tephra plumes by Degruyter and Bonadonna (2013).946
6.3.2 Parameter Uncertainty947
Another consideration of this study should be the values of the entrainment coef-948
ficients used in the integral plume models. While there has been an extensive amount949
of research of which values to use in standard integral models (Devenish, Rooney, Web-950
ster, & Thomson, 2010; Suzuki & Koyaguchi, 2015; Aubry et al., 2017; Aubry & Jellinek,951
2018), including using varying entrainment coefficients that are dependable on the Richard-952
son number (Kaminski et al., 2005; Carazzo et al., 2008), considerable uncertainty on953
their values remains. Entrainment coefficients for double plumes have been determined954
from large eddy simulation of Boussinesq plumes (0.05, 0.8 and 0.01 for α, β and λ, re-955
spectively) (Devenish, Rooney, & Thomson, 2010). They have also been calculated from956
the fitting of theoretical modelling to experiments of Boussinesq fountains (0.085, 0.147957
and 0.147 for α, β and λ, respectively) (Bloomfield & Kerr, 2000). The coefficients from958
these different studies differ to each other and therefor lead to a difference in plume dy-959
namics (Devenish & Cerminara, 2018). The plume height modelled by a double plume960
model is sensitive to the values chosen for the entrainment coefficients (Li et al., 2018;961
Li & Flynn, 2020). Given the importance of the value of the entrainment coefficients,962
and the structure of a coupled lava fountain - tephra plume being different to experimen-963
tal Boussinesq fountains (hotter, coarser, co-flowing), further experiments and analysis964
of real eruptions are needed to better constrain their values.965
Even though the source conditions are a major control on the extent of coupling966
between a lava fountain and a tephra plume, the characterisation of the GSD and lava967
fountain size of a coupled lava fountain - tephra plume system are poorly constrained.968
Such source parameters are difficult to determine. Field analysis of the proximal deposit969
is challenging after an eruption due to the difficult accessibility and deposit correlation970
(Andronico, Scollo, Cristaldi, & Lo Castro, 2014; Behncke et al., 2014). Frequent erup-971
tions at volcanoes such as Mount Etna, make it difficult to determine one eruption de-972
posit from another in the very proximal region. As a result, analysis of the GSDs and973
of the erupted material has not been carried out on the very proximal deposits of fall-974
out forming the scoria cone from the lava fountains that occurred between 2011 and 2016.975
Further information on the GSDs of the inner plume would provide a better description976
of the initial grain-size characteristics of the lava fountain and would improve the recon-977
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duced by coupled lava fountains - tephra plumes should be carried out to determine the979
GSD of the lava fountain. To better determine the amount of erupted mass of the lava980
fountain, remote sensing methods, such as radar, could also be used to define the MFR981
partition ratio ε between the lava fountain and the surrounding tephra plume (Freret-982
Lorgeril et al., 2018). High accuracy Lidar surveys (Fornaciai et al., 2010; Scollo et al.,983
2012, 2015) and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles investigations (De Beni et al., 2019) after in-984
dividual eruptions could also provide details on the characteristics and the volume of the985
cone deposits to better estimate the partition ratio of the initial MFR.986
7 Conclusions987
We have developed a novel model for buoyant tephra plumes associated with a lava988
fountain, which indicates that lava fountains do affect the characteristics of buoyant tephra989
plumes. Results show that the type and extent of the effect on a plume from a coupled990
lava fountain is predominantly dependent on the amount of the initial MFR that is par-991
titioned into the lava fountain in relation to the surrounding tephra plume and the GSD992
of the lava fountain. The presence of a lava fountain increases the variability of the MFR-993
plume height relationship, compared to those without. When a greater fraction of the994
overall initial MFR is partitioned into the lava fountain and if the fountain is composed995
of coarse material, the lava fountain acts as a sink of mass, momentum and enthalpy of996
the overall plume system. In this scenario, a higher MFR at the source is required to reach997
the same height as a plume without a lava fountain.998
Our investigations show that while the lava fountain is momentum driven, it can-999
not always be assumed to be at its maximum ballistic height due to particle fallout and1000
entrainment processes. In contrast, the height of the gas-thrust region of a tephra plume1001
is not equal to the ballistic height since the plume becomes buoyancy driven before the1002
latter is reached. Care and further work are needed to determine if the lava fountain height1003
can be used to determine the exit velocity of the surrounding buoyant tephra plume.1004
The discrepancy between the MFR determined from plume height and the MFR1005
determined from the field deposit could be explained by the change in the solid MFR1006
with height, that is captured by the new double plume model. For the 29 August 20111007
Mount Etna eruption, the MFR derived from the plume tephra deposit does not equate1008
to what is erupted at the vent, but to what is still in the plume above the lava fountain.1009
When a lava fountain is composed of coarse material, a larger majority of the tephra falls1010
out and does not reach the top of the plume. This highlights the importance of charac-1011
terising the near vent deposit when determining MFRs from the tephra deposit to en-1012
sure thatthe total erupted volume is not underestimated (Behncke et al., 2014; Andron-1013
ico et al., 2015; De Beni et al., 2015; Spanu et al., 2016; Freret-Lorgeril et al., 2018). Fur-1014
thermore, MFRs determined from a standard integral model could overestimate the amount1015
of tephra that is released in the atmosphere in paroxysmal eruptions. It is important to1016
choose the right modelled MFR from the double plume model, and to consider what the1017
tephra deposit represents, for further use in atmospheric dispersion models, as what is1018
erupted at the vent is not always comparable to what is released in the atmosphere.1019
One crucial issue for further work is to constrain key controls to correctly deter-1020
mine the effect of the lava fountain on plume rise. Further field and remote sensing anal-1021
ysis of the proximal cone deposit is needed to improve the estimate ofthe initial GSD and1022
the initial mass partitioning between the lava fountain and tephra plume. Inclusion of1023
wind and thermal disequilibrium in the double plume model would allow the effect of1024
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